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the world to meet needy and demanding/wanting humans or people to
become a higher expression of our true consciousness in Divine Matrix as a container that
holds the universe, the bridge between all things, and the mirror that shows us what we have
created/outputs according to Gregg Braden.
The Divine Matrix envelopes the bridging, time (past, present and future), space (freed to
express the reality of dreamed ideas and power of our dreams turn into practical activities,
businesses), miracles (dreams ideas from our intelligence, emotions, thought transformed into
real world artificial objects), and belief trusting ourselves to achieve what think to do (it is the
engine of transformation of abstract ideas into real solutions to the problems humanity).
We often use language that includes words such as ―healing,‖ ―transformation,‖ and
―evolution‖ to describe a process of change. Because we are moving from one frequency of
consciousness/awareness to another, we perceive this pathway as becoming something new
transforming into something that is different than what we are expressing at present. (Borys
Jr, 2016). The healing, transformation, and evolution to describe a process of change (this
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why always we expect to changes in our lives and bring a change in universe as people
satisfy their desire) new products, growing businesses and innovation developed from new
born ideas to be transformed, systems changes, software created and upgraded, organizations
expand, governments develop new projects, companies and environment and climatic change
occur due to dynamic humans development. This is our vision, feeling, and memory that has
been described by the Divine Matrix the in-built riches, and wealth in humans. The
conditioning in consciousness then emanates throughout the mind, emotions, and physical
body, We seek the truth and integrity of spiritual wisdom and human potential to co-create a
healthy and peaceful world (Borys Jr, 2016).
A series of groundbreaking experiments revealed dramatic evidence of a web of energy that
connects everything in our lives and our world, the Divine Matrix. From the healing of our
bodies, to the success of our careers, relationships, and the peace between nations, this new
evidence demonstrates that we each hold the power to speak directly to the force that links all
of creation. What would it mean to discover that the power to create joy, to heal suffering,
and bring peace to nations lives inside of you? How differently would you live if you knew
how to use this power each day of your life? Join Gregg Braden on this extraordinary journey
bridging computer science, science, spirituality and miracles through the language of The
Divine Matrix.
1.1 Bridging the gap between computer science imagination and reality basing on 20
keys of conscious creation
Everything will be connected mysteriously. By bridging the gap between imagination and
reality, Gregg Braden writes about how time, space, miracles, and believes are
interconnected. The 20 keys of conscious creation to interpret the reality that comes from our
imagination (equal to birth of new dream ideas). The keys of conscious creation interpret the
reality that comes from our computer science imagination. It is not about the money, the
fame, the success… in reality it is ALL about one thing and one thing only: The process of
consciously creating the reality you want to experience. Your current circumstances are not
your ―absolute, immediate‖ reality. They are only a reflection of your past thoughts, beliefs
and emotions. They are only a shadow of your past, inner reality, and a material
manifestation of your past inner vibration.
According to Gregg Braden (2007), The 20 keys that help in bridging the gap between
imagination and reality are as follows; 1) The Divine Matrix is the container that holds the
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universe, the bridge between all things, and the mirror that shows us what we have created. 2)
Everything in our world is connected to everything else. 3) To tap the force of the universe
itself, we must see ourselves as part of the world rather than separate from it. 4) Once
something is joined, it is always connected, whether it remains physically linked or not. 5)
The act of focusing our consciousness is an act of creation. Consciousness creates. 6) We
have all the power we need to create all the changes we choose. 7) The focus of our
awareness becomes the reality of our world. 8) To simply say we choose a reality is not
enough. 9) Feeling is the language that ―speaks‖ to the Divine Matrix. Feel as though your
goal is accomplished and your prayer is already answered. 10) Not just any feeling will do.
The ones that create are without ego and judgment. 11) We must become in our lives the
things we choose to experience as our world. 12) We are not bound by the laws of physics as
we know them today. 13) In a holographic ―something‖ every piece of the something mirrors
the whole something. 14) The universally connected hologram of consciousness promises
that the instant we create our good wishes and prayers, they are already received at their
destination.
Through the hologram of consciousness, a little change in our lives is mirrored everywhere in
our world. 16) The minimum number of people required to ―jump-start‖ a change in
consciousness is the /1% of a population. 17) The Divine Matrix serves as the mirror in our
world of the relationships we create in our beliefs. 18) The root of our ―negative‖ experiences
may be reduced to one of three universal fears (or a combination of them): abandonment, low
self-worth, or lack of trust. 19) Our true beliefs are mirrored in our most intimate
relationships. 20) We must become in our lives the very things that we choose to experience
in our world.
2.0 Being conscious is an act of creation itself
Computer scientists suggest that the universe is altered in our presence with creations of
solutions to problems. Our inner beliefs we experience in our outer world the grand battle
that's playing out within the hearts and minds of every person alive - the struggle that defines
who we believe we are.
We share a sense that there‘s more to us than meets the eye. Somewhere deep within the
mists of our ancient memory, we know that we have magical and miraculous powers within
us. From the time of childhood, we fantasize about our ability to do things that are beyond the
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realm of reason and logic. And why not? While we‘re children, we have yet to ―learn‖ the
rules that say miracles can‘t happen in our lives.
In our capacity as part of the universe today, we have the ability to modify and change little
pieces of it through the way we live our lives. In the realm of quantum possibilities, we
appear to be made to participate in our creation. We are wired to create.
Each of us has the innate power to heal ourselves completely from any mental issue,
emotional and physical disease we may be experiencing. Despite what the majority of the
world believes and has hypnotized you to think since birth, you have the natural ability deep
within your being to consciously and permanently relieve yourself from any pain, illness or
disease. By intentionally connecting with a deep reservoir of healing energy buried inside
your core, you‘ll create a regenerating effect that spreads a healing reaction throughout your
body and mind.
The moment you first touch and squeeze the nectar from this awesome internal energy, a
deep wave of joy penetrates your body. There are many delightful sensations secretly hidden
inside your being. It is only through this sacred meditation practice below that you can unlock
these feelings and allow the release of healing to take place. It is at this moment that you
realize how divinely perfect this life actually is, and how powerful the mind and body truly
are.
The first step to initiate your awesome healing transformation is to accept the possibility that
you were born with the all-natural God given power to heal yourself. You can instantly bring
lightness and wholeness into the cellular memory of any dis-ease. Once this idea is accepted,
and fully embraced you have officially begun the journey of self-healing.
2.1 Self Discovery and Reclaiming our True Power through computer science
Provided Courtesy of Chuck Danes has enlightened us to think about the Journey of computer
science Enterprises growing and born in the world generating new technology solutions
meeting the demand of the world. The willingness to enhance the level of awareness and do
what the vast majority choose not to do and so in a sense that sets us apart from the vast
majority. The transformational power in us push computer scientist to think big how to solve
the problems in the society.
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Braden‘s explanations on how ‗our present mirrors our past cycles‘ of time is an interesting
perspective on life cycles to modern discoveries. His work clearly shows how we can make
sense of the constant changes in today‘s world. Through these discoveries, we will be guided
away from the destructive choices we have made in the past and we will demonstrate a way
―to the greatest possibilities of our lives‖. Gregg Braden. The author does a great job
explaining how the past can reveal our future.
Max Planck (1944), stress that it is us and all that we love, hate, create, and experience.
Living in the Divine Matrix, we are as artists expressing, our innermost passions, fears,
dreams, and desires through the essence of a mysterious streams of knowledge, creativity,
ideas resulting in great ventures in the world. But we are the canvas, as well as the images
upon the canvas. We are the paints, as well as the brushes.
In the Divine Matrix, we are the container within which all things exist, the bridge between
the creations of our inner and outer worlds, and the mirror that shows us what we have
created. The greatest passions and deepest aspirations, in the Divine Matrix, we are the seed
of the miracle, as well as the miracle itself. With these words, we‘re shown a beautiful
example of the power that awaits us when we allow ourselves to venture beyond the bounds
of what we‘ve always believed to be true in our lives, in this brief dialogue from the
contemporary poet of Christopher Logue.
2.2 Undivided Wholeness in Flowing Movement to reflect the wonderful technology
change and problem solving
In the 1970s, Bohm offered an even clearer metaphor to describe how the universe may be
thought of as a distributed yet undivided whole. Reflecting on the interrelated nature of
creation, he became more convinced that the universe works like a grand cosmic hologram.
In a hologram, every portion of whatever the object is contains that object in its entirety, only
on a smaller scale.
From Bohm‘s perspective, what we see as our world is actually the projection of something
even more real that‘s happening at a deeper level of creation. It is this deeper level that‘s the
original the implicate. In this view of ―As above, so below‖ and ―As within, so without,‖
patterns are contained within patterns, complete in and of themselves and different only in
scale.
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The elegant simplicity of the human body offers us a beautiful example of a hologram, one
that‘s already familiar. The DNA from any part of our bodies contains our genetic code the
entire pattern of DNA for the rest of the body, no matter where it comes from. Whether we
sample our hair, a fingernail, or our blood, the genetic pattern that makes us who we are is
always there in the code. it‘s always the same. Just as the universe is constantly changing
from implicate to explicate, the flow from the unseen to the seen is what makes up the
dynamic current of creation. It‘s this constantly changing nature of creation that John
Wheeler had in mind when he described the universe as ―participatory‖ that is, unfinished
and continually responding to consciousness.
Interestingly, this is precisely the way that the wisdom traditions of the past suggest that our
world works. From the ancient Indian Vedas, believed by some scholars to date to 5,000
B.C., to the 2,000 year-old Dead Sea Scrolls, a general theme seems to suggest that the world
is actually.
2.3 Imagination in Computer Science Creates Reality
The mirror of things that are happening on a higher realm or in a deeper reality is an example,
commenting on the new translations of the Dead Sea Scroll fragments known as The Songs
of the Sabbath Sacrifice; its translators summarize the content: ―What happens on earth is but
a pale reflection of that greater, ultimate reality (Wise 1996).
According to Neville Goddard (2016), revealed that your own wonderful human imagination
is the actual creative power of God within you. It is your savior. If you were thirsty, water
would be your savior. If you needed a job, employment would be your savior. Your
imagination is the power to save you from whatever circumstances you now find yourself.
You can experience your heart‘s desire through the use of your imagination. Nothing is
impossible to your imagination. Your imagination is unlimited in what it can accomplish. If
you can imagine something, you can achieve it.
3.0 The evidence of Divine Matrix as container of Bridging, Time, Space, Miracles, and
Belief as continuous advancement in computer science
Series of groundbreaking experiments revealed dramatic evidence of a web of energy that
connects everything in our lives and our world - the Divine Matrix. From the healing of our
bodies, to the success of our careers, relationships, and the peace between nations, this new
evidence demonstrates that we each hold the power to speak directly to the force that links all
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of creation. What would it mean to discover that the power to create joy, to heal suffering,
and bring peace to nations lives inside of you? How differently would you live if you knew
how to use this power each day of your life? Join Gregg Braden on this extraordinary journey
bridging science, spirituality and miracles through the language of The Divine Matrix.
This evidence of power, Wisdom, Passion and Technology: Living as if Earth is our home
and people are our family as argued by Gregg Braden. the ability to change our genetic code,
shift our planet‘s weather, engineer new forms of life and duplicate existing ones–powers that
have traditionally been left to God and the forces of nature. The controversy surrounding
stem cells, atmospheric lenses and genetically modified foods suggests that our technologies
may have outpaced our understanding of where such knowledge fits into our lives.
Gregg Braden for this secular, multi-media, journey bridging the timeless wisdom of our past
with the science and technology of our future. Evidence of power, Wisdom, Passion and
Technology is leading to new discoveries in application of computer science in many sectors
of life in making the world a better place. Through 20 keys of conscious creation, we're
shown how to translate the miracles of our imagination into what is real in our lives. With
easy-to-understand science and real-life stories, Gregg shows us that we're limited only by
our beliefs, and what we once believed is about to change. This becomes the source of birth
of new employment in the world.
3.1 The Mirrors of Relationship in Ourselves is a projection of changing world
Life is a mirror and will reflect back to the thinker what he thinks into it, by Ernest Holmes
founder of Science of Mind. Relationships are our opportunity to see ourselves in every way
imaginable. From the greatest betrayals of our trust to our most desperate attempts to fill our
emptiness, everyone including our co-workers, classmates, and life mates—shows us
something about ourselves. If we have the wisdom to recognize the messages that are being
mirrored to us, we discover the beliefs that cause the suffering in our lives. Key 19: Our true
beliefs are mirrored in our most intimate relationships. The five ancient mirrors of
relationship describe the our relationship. Living in a universe where the way we feel about
ourselves is mirrored through the world around us, it becomes more important than ever to
recognize what our relationships are saying to us and learn to read the messages of the Divine
Matrix. Mirrors; 1- reflections of the moment, 2- reflections of what we judge in the moment,
3- reflections of what we‘ve lost, given away, or had taken from us, 4-reflection of our dark
night of the soul, 5-reflections of our greatest act of compassion. These reflections signal to
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our own change and to bring change to the demanding surrounding in societies in providing
solution through computer science knowledge and skills within us. The messages from the
universe are the fuel that empowers us to innovate and respond to demand of our desires, task
and the surrounding communities. All sectors of life are sending messages demanding our
responses through computer science solutions.
3.2 Recommendations
We must trust ourselves and the indwelling energy of power of thought (streams of ideas,
unseen wealth) in us as a source of generations of real dreams/imaginations but made
realistic, avoid ancient beliefs and study the weakness of the ancient beliefs to strengthen the
building of the future we need and the world to live in with full of solutions to our needy
community, we computer scientist being the leading light flame of solutions providers of the
community. In us is kingdom and out is kingdom from unseen to seen ventures a round us
and constitute the decorations of the universe.
3.3 Suggestion to the vibrate seeking and needy populations of the world
Computer scientist should develop their solutions depending on reflections of the universe as
it sends demanding solution signal messages, Divine matrix sets that we have the bringing,
time,space and belief and power, ability in us to solve the problems ourselves so as have
peaceful, wonderful life and amazing. All the innovations, project generations the secret is on
to how to respond to messages and 20 keys usage in answering and reflecting with computer
science solutions.
3.4 CONCLUSION
Finally, from Divine matrix I have discovered that in us we have Imaginations that Creates
Reality of world, we are the source of what is happening in the universe, using the 20 keys
computer scientist are on the frontier of leading, bringing the gap of messaging from
surrounding objects of life and solution response to meet the needy communities lying in the
remote waiting our wonderful sound of computer science solutions. Let Divine matrix be our
science journey of personal development perceives exploitation of the unseen resources
(thinking capacity, thoughts, intelligence, body energy, capacity, body power, spirit,
creativity and wisdom) and seen resource in our surrounding real world) to give the reality of
life we live in today and in the future to come. Thanks the author of Divine Matrix in
inspiring us for empowerment of knowledge a fuel to great change of life and belief and lost
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in stream of generation of imaginations, miracles of reality. Gregg‘s work awakens the best in
each of us, inspiring our deepest passions with the tools to build a better world.
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